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THE MAN WHO SHOT  
LIBERTY VALANCE 

Park Theatre 
�����

Based on a short story by Dorothy M 
Johnson, writer and director Jethro 
Compton has produced a great stage 
version of The Man Who Shot Liberty 
Valance.

Although there is a whole television 
channel devoted to cowboy films, I can 
only think of Annie Get Your Gun as a 
stage play about the Wild West so this 
genre is a rarity. Certainly in these 
parts.

It tells the tale of Ransome Foster 
(convincingly played by Oliver Lans-
ley), a New Yorker with book learnin’, 
who is found badly beaten and aban-
doned in the desert by weathered cow-
boy Bert Barricune. He takes him to the 
Prairie Belle Saloon in the frontier 
town of Twotrees. There he recovers, 
teaches various picaresque characters 
to read, falls in love with the Calamity 
Jane-esque bar owner Hallie Jackson 
and attracts the wrath of Liberty Val-
ance for trying to bring the values of 
the city to the frontier.

Clever

This is a terrific play with clever and 
funny dialogue (“If you bleed on my bar 
I will personally see to the end of your 
life”). It can be seen as a clash of cul-
tures between the old and the new in a 
fast growing Union, a touching and ten-
der love story, a comment on the cheap-
ness of human life or a eulogy to a man’s 
gotta do what a man’s gotta do philoso-
phy.

There are many moments of rich dra-
ma: the high-stakes game of dice  
between barman Jim and bad ’un Val-
lance had the audience spellbound at 
the mood of menace and tension created 
by Lanre Malaolu and James Marlowe.

Niamh Walsh’s Hallie could have 

been a hard role to pull off, but she 
steered an excellent line in avoiding cli-
ché and instead offering conviction in 
her dilemma over her two suitors. 

Other performances were spot on: 
Malaolu’s Jim with his shuffling, cowed 
gait was excellent; Paul Albertson’s 
Bert was caked in prairie dust and 
drenched in testosterone and James 
Marlowe’s psycho-philosopher Val-
lance was terrifying. 

The story was narrated in voice-over 
by the wonderful Robert Vaughan, 
whose cowboy pedigree goes back to 

The Magnificent Seven. Production val-
ues, lighting and sound were of the usu-
al high standard that we have come to 
expect at the Park.

One mystery was solved by the end of 
the play – who it was who shot Liberty 
Valance. The other remained unsolved: 
where on earth did Dorothy Johnson 
get the names for her characters? She 
also wrote A Man Called Horse!

You have until June 22 to hitch your 
wagon up and mosey on down to the 
Park Theatre. Visit parktheatre.co.uk.

David Winskill

Iconic 60s Wild West movie 
is a gem recreated on stage
Cowboy theme a rarity in theatre but drama is a must-see

Powerful tale lost as tensions  
evaporate in open air venue  

Strutting dancers revive the Swinging Sixties energised by the hits of The Rolling Stones
ROOSTER 

Sadler’s Wells 
�����

For 13 years Christopher Bruce’s 
homage to the Swinging Sixties 
has not seen so much as a flicker of 
theatre lights – but last week it  
exploded back onto the stage in all 
its cock-strutting glory.

Drawing from Bruce’s own 
psychedelic past, Rooster sees five 
velvet-suited men attempt to woo a 
group of pretty young things as 
they dance to eight classic Rolling 
Stones tracks.

Leading the pack is one of Ram-
bert’s finest performers, Miguel 
Altunaga, who oozes rock god-
esque charisma as he strides 
around the space like a hungry 
bird on the prowl. 

Loose-hipped movements are  
interspersed with sharp head jerks 
while he preens himself for the 
night ahead only stopping to slick 
back his hair and straighten his 
tie.

These gestures reoccur as the 
piece thumps along through the 

band’s repertoire: from Paint it 
Black, where the fight for affection 
turns into a passionate battle of 

the sexes, to Ruby Tuesday, when 
Antonette Dayrit dressed in a 
flowing red gown is memorably 

tossed high into the air.
Sandwiched between Rooster on 

this programme of revivals is 

Soundance by choreographic giant 
Merce Cunningham. 

Not to everyone’s taste, this fran-
tic and technically punishing 
piece set to David Tudor’s pulsat-
ing score (think jungle noises meet 
high-pitched interference) unfolds 
as a sea of bodies change from one 
kaleidoscope-like formation to  
another.

Cunningham’s influences are 
also clear in the less accomplished 
opener Four Elements, by Lucinda 
Childs, but with its repetition of  
restrained linear sequences the 
piece treads a fine line between 
minimalist and bland.

Finishing off the mixed bill is 
Richard Alston’s three-minute – 
and all too fleeting – solo dating 
from 1977. 

Dane Hurst dances with mathe-
matical precision to a sound poem 
by Charles Amirkhanian, which 
repeats the delightfully nonsensi-
cal phrase “dutiful ducks”. 

Try saying that when you’ve had 
a few glasses of wine.

Samantha Lewis
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ALL MY SONS 
Regent’s Park  

Open Air Theatre 
�����

“It’s gonna rain tonight,” 
predicts protagonist Joe Kel-
ler. As one, the audience 
turned their gaze to a threat-
ening sky.

Thankfully, we were 
spared a deluge, but it high-
lighted a problem with this 
venue. Arthur Miller’s mas-
terful study of corrosive 
crime, deceit and guilt, in 
which past deeds cast long 
shadows, needs to feel  
unbearably oppressive.

As the noose tightens 
round the neck of Joe, whose 
wealth is the result of illicit 
wartime business, we should 
share his sense of inescapa-
ble doom. But the tension 
dissipates in the open air. 

We’re too far removed 
from the actors, miked to 
compete with ambient noise. 
Instead of subtle perform-
ance shifts, we get histrionic 
music cues and the random 
appearance of extras. It’s a 
particularly solemn show 
and tell.

Tom Mannion overcom-
pensates with his affected 
portrayal of Joe, gabbling 
lines at a high pitch, but Brid 
Brennan is magnetic as 

Kate, doggedly clinging to 
the belief that their missing 
pilot son Larry is still alive. 
She’s haunting in her denial, 
then suddenly dangerous 
when her zealotry is threat-
ened. 

Charles Aitken captures 
the petulant frustration of 
Chris, the Kellers’ surviving 
son, and Andy McKeane is 
effective as the architect of 
Joe’s downfall. 

Vivacious Amy Nuttall 
brings unusual strength to 
Ann, Larry’s sweetheart 
who’s transferred her affec-
tions to Chris, and daughter 
of Joe’s jailed ex-partner.

There’s comic relief from 
Matt Cross and Maddie Rice 
as brightly tactless neigh-
bours, and Simon Wilson 
and Tilly Blackwood as a 
harassed doctor and caustic 
wife respectively.

Timothy Sheader’s pro-
duction gets a boost from 
Lizzie Clachan’s design, 
which contrasts a billboard 
of the perfect all-American 
family (including prominent 
Chekhov’s gun) with gnarled 
tree roots twisting down be-
low. This is a solid render-
ing, but never digs into those 
powerful primordial depths.

Until June 7. 
Marianka Swain


